SUMMARY Encoding multiple SIFT descriptors into a single vector is a key technique for efficient object image retrieval. In this paper, we propose an extension of local coordinate system (LCS) for image representation. The previous LCS approaches encode each SIFT descriptor by a single local coordinate, which is not adequate for localizing its position in the descriptor space. Instead, we use multiple local coordinates to represent each descriptor with PCA-based decorrelation. Experiments show that this simple modification can improve retrieval performance significantly. key words: image retrieval, local coordinate system, VLAD
Introduction
Object image retrieval is a central topic in computer vision and multimedia research, where the key component is the feature representation of images. Traditional approaches exploit keypoint matching between database images and a query image, typically using SIFT descriptors. However, it is not practical on large-scale databases due to its high computational cost. Modern approaches therefore generate a single vector representation per image. Several approaches have been proposed, such as bag-of-visual-words (BoW) [1] - [3] , deep convolutional features [4] , [5] , and aggregation of SIFT descriptors [6] - [8] . In this paper, we focus on the last category and consdier an approach to aggregate a set of SIFT descriptors into a single vector. More specifically, we study local coordinate system (LCS) [9] , which is a recent variant of the vector of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) [7] . VLAD & LCS. VLAD [7] is a popular approach for aggregation of local descriptors. VLAD first quantizes descriptors into visual words. Unlike BoW which describes an image as a histogram of visual words, VLAD rather computes the sum of the residual vectors. Many variants have also been proposed [9] - [12] . Local coordinate system (LCS) [9] , [12] is one of the most recent techniques along this line. The heart of LCS is to put an independent coordinate system around each visual word centroid in the descriptor space and to perform encoding of the descriptors according to the coordinate system [9] . LCS significantly improves retrieval quality, because it can suppress "bursty" visual patterns (e.g., repetitive structures such as building windows or tree leaves) that naturally appear in real images and have harmful effects on image similarities [9] , [12] . Our contribution. We propose a simple extension of LCS that can improve retrieval performance significantly. The original LCS assigns only a single local coordinate (i.e., single visual word) to each descriptor. However, a single coordinate is not adequate for localizing its global position in the descriptor space (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ). Instead, our approach called local multi-coordinate system (LMCS) uses multiple local coordinates to enhance the localization quality. This multi-coordinate strategy gives better localizatoin quality. However, it is not sufficient to improve performance, because it simultaneously makes the resulting representation redundant. We therefore decorrelate the coordinates to avoid this redundancy. A relevant idea called multi-assignment [2] , [3] has been proposed. However, it is mainly for BoW encoding with a large-scale vocabulary (e.g., 100K+ visual words) and does not improve performance for smaller codebooks. This paper considers LCS encoding with small codebooks (up to 256 visual words). Another related technique is triangulation embedding (Temb) [8] . Unlike Temb, our approach uses only a few visual words (local coordinates) to encode each descriptor hence does not need to store dense high-dimensional codes in its encoding process. Our experiments on two public datasets show that it can improve the performance of LCS significantly.
Preliminaries
We review VLAD and LCS which are two relevant approaches to this paper. 
pre-trained offline (typically by kmeans). Given an image, the encoding process is done in four steps:
is extracted from the image.
(ii) Each descriptor is assigned to its closest visual word. Let us denote by q(x) the closest visual word centroid of x, i.e., q(x) = arg min c∈C ||x − c|| 2 2 . (iii) For each visual word, the sum of the residuals is computed as
(iv) The image is finally represented by a D-dimensional
In addition, two normalization techniques called residual normalization and power normalization are usually applied to improve performance [7] , [9] , [11] . Residual Normalization is used so that all descriptors equally contribute to the VLAD vector [9] . Specifically, (1) is replaced by
This evaluates the angle of the residual from its corresponding centroid which is more robust than the absolute distance used in (1) [8] , [9] . Power-law Normalization is used to suppress bursty descriptor patterns [6] . Specifically, each element of the VLAD vector is updated as y i ← |y i | α sign(y i ), where α is a parameter. Typically α = 0.2 is the best choice for VLAD [9] . The VLAD vector is subsequently ℓ 2 -normalized as y ← y ||y|| 2 .
Local Coordinate System (LCS)
LCS is a recent VLAD-type encoding technique [9] . The motivation is to enhance the effect of power-law normalization to handle various bursty patterns. In the LCS framework, each visual word centroid is regarded to be the origin of a local coordinate system, and a descriptor is encoded according to the coordinate of its associated visual word. Formally, instead of (2), LCS uses the following formulation.
where P j ∈ R d×d is a rotation matrix derived using principal component analysis (PCA), which determines the local coordinate for the j-th visual word. P j is learned offline on the SIFT descriptors of a training dataset which are assigned to the j-th visual word. By performing PCA for each visual word, the major bursty pattern around each visual word can be captured by the first PCA direction. Therefore, its magnitude is effectively downweighted through power-law normalization and leads to a performance gain [9] .
Eggert et al. [12] propose a simple modification. In the original LCS, PCA rotation matrices are learned on individual SIFT descriptors. Instead, considering that the power-law normalization is applied to aggregated vectors (i.e., v j in (3)) but not to individual descriptors, PCA matrices are better to be learned on the aggregated residual vectors. We hereafter assume this version of LCS, unless otherwise noted.
Our Approach

Local Multi-Coordinate System (LMCS)
One shortcoming of the previous LCS approaches may be that each SIFT descriptor is assigned to a single coordinate system. In this case, the position of each SIFT descriptor is represented by the direction (angle) from a single associated centroid. However, one centroid is not enough for localizing the global geometric position of each descriptor in the descriptor space. Let us explain the idea by using the simple illustration given in Fig. 1(a) . Suppose we have two SIFT descriptors x 1 and x 2 that are assigned to the same centroid c 1 . If they are very close to each other in terms of their angles, these two descriptors are not distinguishable anymore, even though they are distant from each other. Actually, points in similar directions are always indistinguishable, as long as their positions are determined by only a single centroid. Possible solutions would be to use larger or multiple codebooks to get finer localization quality, as is done in hierarchical VLAD [12] or in the multi-vocabulary encoding techniques presented in [10] , [11] . However, these approaches make the intermediate/final vector representation much longer, resulting in a slower computation and large memory consumption.
Based on these observations, our idea is to use multiple visual words (i.e., multiple local coordinate systems) to localize each SIFT descriptor without changing the codebook or vector length. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , this allows us to distinguish the positions of two different descriptors, even if these are close in angle from one centroid, by looking at them from two or more centroids. The processing of LMCS can be summarized as follows: (i) Extract SIFT descriptors from a given image. (ii) For each descriptor, find m closest centroids (m ≥ 1) and assign them to the descriptor. (iii) Compute an encoding vector for each visual word using
where Q(x) is the set of m closest visual word centroids for x. (iv) Generate the LMCS vector as
Note that the PCA rotation matrix P j for LMCS is learned using SIFT descriptors (from the training set) such that ∀x|c j ∈ Q(x), leading to a different matrix from that of LCS.
PCA-Based Decorrelation
LMCS provides much more accurate localization quality of descriptors in the descriptor space. However, this simultaneously brings with it another problem; different local coordinates are undesirably correlated to each other. In Fig. 1(b) , the two visual word centroids c 1 and c 2 naturally have much higher correlation than in the case of LCS in Fig. 1(a) , because the two centroids explicitly "share" the same descriptors. To see this in more detail, we show the correlation matrices of the LCS and LMCS vectors in Fig. 2 . Different visual word (local coordinate) blocks of LMCS vectors (Fig. 2(b) ) are more highly correlated with each other in comparison with those of LCS vectors ( Fig. 2(a) ). Unfortunately, such interference makes the image similarity unreliable and degrades retrieval performance.
We therefore try to decorrelate the dimensions of LMCS vectors while preserving information. This goal can be achieved by applying PCA to the vectors without reducing their dimensionalities. The PCA rotation matrix A = [e 1 , . . . , e D ] ∈ R D×D is learned on the LMCS vectors of the training images, where e k ∈ R D is the k-th eigenvector of the covariance matrix of the vectors. For efficient computation of A, we compute at most the first 1,024 eigenvectors by eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix, and the remaining orthogonal complements up to D-dimensional are filled using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization [8] . Learning A for |C| = 64 from 6K images takes around only 1.5 min. on a Linux PC with Intel Xeon CPU 2.60GHz. The learned matrix A is applied to the original LMCS vector y. Specifically, we compute a new decorrelated LMCS vector y asỹ = A ⊤ y andỹ is subsequently power-law normalized. The resulting correlation matrix of LMCS vectors after PCA-based decorrelation is visualized in Fig. 2(c) . As can be seen, the different blocks of LMCS vectors have been decorrelated. We call this approach LMCS+PCA. As shown later in the experiments, PCA-based decorrelation is essential to LMCS and significantly boosts its retrieval quality, but this is not the case in LCS. LMCS+PCA significantly 
Experiments
We analyze the performance of LMCS on the following two public datasets in a common evaluation protocol [9] , [11] . Holidays [3] consists of 1,491 photos of objects and scenes. 500 out of them are used as queries. For training, we use a distinctive set of 60K images collected from Flickr † .
Oxford5k [13] consists of a total of 5,062 images of buildings in Oxford. 55 images of 11 specific buildings are used as queries. For training, we use the Paris6k dataset [2] . The codebooks and PCA rotation matrices are all learned offline using independent training datasets. The retrieval performance is measured by the mean average precision (mAP).
We use a Hessian-affine detector to extract keypoints. Each detected keypoint is described by RootSIFT with centering, PCA rotation, and ℓ 2 -normalization [9] . For VLAD, LCS, and LMCS, we apply residual normalization and power-law normalization with α = 0.2. Similarities of the vectors are measured using the cosine similarity.
Performance Analysis of LMCS
We analyze the performance of our approach by comparing it with VLAD and LCS baselines. Table 1 shows the results (the codebook is fixed for all the versions listed in the table). We first evaluate our approach as to the number of closest centroids (m = 2, 3, 5). We found that LMCS only does not improve the performance, and it is even worse than LCS in some cases. We next apply PCA-based decorrelation to LMCS, i.e., LMCS+PCA. This boosts the performance significantly, and LMCS+PCA outperform the baselines in all the cases. Interestingly, we found that applying PCA to LCS (LCS+PCA) does not improve the performance. These suggest that LMCS can encode more discriminative information than LCS and it becomes effective by PCA. Figure 3 (a) illustrates the performance for various numbers of the closest centroids m. As discussed above, [3] does not contain information about which image each descriptor comes from, which is necessary to train P j . We therefore download 60K images and extract 5M descriptors (the same numbers as in the original Flickr60K) for P j .
regardless of m, LMCS only does not improve performance, but large improvements are had in combination with PCA. The performance is rather sensitive to m, so tuning by crossvalidation may boost performance in practice. Figure 3(b) shows the performance on various power-law normalization coefficients α. As reported in the previous studies [9] , the performance dramatically changes depending on α, and it is at a maximum around α = 0.2.
Comparison with the State-of-the-Art
We compare our LMCS+PCA with the state-of-theart VLAD-type encoding methods including VLAD [7] , Fisher [7] , VLAD-intra [11] , and LCS † [9] . We also compare LMCS+PCA with Temb [8] , another encoding method to generate dense vectors. Table 2 shows the results. We found that LMCS+PCA outperforms LCS. The gain over LCS is around 10% on both datasets. In addition, our method is better than most of the compared methods. Only one exception is Temb which is better than LMCS+PCA for |C| = 64. Note that Temb encoding uses all the visual words and has to store a dense D-dimensional vector (D = d×|C|) per descriptor in its encoding process, so it may be practical only with small codebooks, e.g., |C| ≤ 64. Conversely, LMCS still represents each descriptor by using only a few visual words † † , hence can be coupled with larger codebooks for better performance. Indeed, LMCS+PCA with |C| = 256 can achieve slightly better performances compared with Temb.
We also evaluate the performance for short signatures when the dimensionality of the final vectors is reduced to 128 by the whitening method [10] . LMCS outperforms VLAD and Fisher by 5% on Holidays and 10% on Oxford5k. By contrast, Multivoc-VLAD [10] and Multivoc-VLAD-intra [11] are slightly better than LMCS. This may be because these methods use multiple codebooks to generate their vectors (4 times longer than LMCS), which may allow them to encode richer information.
Conclusions
We presented LMCS, a simple extension of LCS for object image retrieval. Unlike LCS, our LMCS uses multiple local coordinates to represent each descriptor for better localization in the descriptor space. Coupled with PCA-based decorrelation, LMCS achieved better retrieval performance than LCS. One future work would be to evaluate its performance when it is combined with different aggregation methods, e.g., democratic aggregation [8] . Using deep convolutional features instead of SIFT descriptors (as done in [5] ) would be another interesting future work.
